Anonymous group is back!!! The Undercover Group Leaking Article about South
Sudan on going crisis

Part One
Warning, please you have to know, these are some of the few root causes of problem in our new
nation of South Sudan in which many of our citizens often overlooked plus Media as well.
We would like to start with two questionable judges of Michael Makuei Lueth and Telar Ring
Deng when it comes to their Law degrees, and their other unidentified friends in South Sudan’s
government destruction to our new nation of South Sudan.
Short and brief about Minister of information, Michael Makuei Lueth. The man is well known for
his high and hot temper, uncontrolled speaking of mind like illiterate who didn’t even go to
school, opportunist or totalitarian character person being associated with his much of his subtribe of Dinka Bor or Bor County people as the Undercover Group have learned from our
Interviewers, some people believe he got that much opportunity in South Sudan’s government
because he is brother-in-law in Warrap State where President Kiir Mayardit hails from, also he
was against Dr. John Garang, and his heroes during the movement, Michael Makuei and his
groups have spread lies that, every heroes and/or “Hardliners” as Khartoum tagged our heroes as
another way to get ride of them because they obstacles to their u-turns exploitation of South
Sudan resources and sovereignty, why not to humiliated your brothers and please your Masters
from Khartoum who hold you hostage or will deny you to get your money? They have accepted
the MastShort and brief about Minister of information, Michael Makuei Lueth. The man is well
known for his high and hot temper, uncontrolled speaking of mind like illiterate who didn’t even
go to school, opportunist or totalitarian character person being associated with his much of his
sub-tribe of Dinka Bor or Bor County people as the Undercover Group have learned from our
Interviewers, some people believe he got that much opportunity in South Sudan’s government
because he is brother-in-law in Warrap State where President Kiir Mayardit hails from, also he
was against Dr. John Garang, and his heroes during the movement, Michael Makuei and his
groups have spread lies that, every heroes and/or “Hardliners” as Khartoum tagged our heroes as
another way to get ride of them because they obstacles to their u-turns exploitation of South
Sudan resources and sovereignty, why not to humiliated your brothers and please your Masters
from Khartoum who hold you hostage or will deny you to get your money? They have accepted
the MastShort and brief about Minister of information, Michael Makuei Lueth. The man is well
known for his high and hot temper, uncontrolled speaking of mind like illiterate who didn’t even
go to school, opportunist or totalitarian character person being associated with his much of his
sub-tribe of Dinka Bor or Bor County people as the Undercover Group have learned from our
Interviewers, some people believe he got that much opportunity in South Sudan’s government
because he is brother-in-law in Warrap State where President Kiir Mayardit hails from, also he
was against Dr. John Garang, and his heroes during the movement, Michael Makuei and his

groups have spread lies that, every heroes and/or “Hardliners” as Khartoum tagged our heroes as
another way to get ride of them because they obstacles to their u-turns exploitation of South
Sudan resources and sovereignty, why not to humiliated your brothers and please your Masters
from Khartoum who hold you hostage or will deny you to get your money? They have accepted
the MastShort and brief about Minister of information, Michael Makuei Lueth. The man is well
known for his high and hot temper, uncontrolled speaking of mind like illiterate who didn’t even
go to school, opportunist or totalitarian character person being associated with his much of his
sub-tribe of Dinka Bor or Bor County people as the Undercover Group have learned from our
Interviewers, some people believe he got that much opportunity in South Sudan’s government
because he is brother-in-law in Warrap State where President Kiir Mayardit hails from, also he
was against Dr. John Garang, and his heroes during the movement, Michael Makuei and his
groups have spread lies that, every heroes and/or “Hardliners” as Khartoum tag
Furthermore, the Undercover Group have learned that, the letters to 75 heroes was a dirty tactic
by Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring Deng and their groups to destroy their opponents, also the
banning of the SPLM/A movement songs to be sang was another way to get rid of movement
vision. Plus discrimination term like “Garang Boys or Garang’s orphans” “Garang has die with
his vision, so who care about his baseless vision.” The last short phrase is mostly common from
Bor County citizens and few from Rek Dinka and other Greater Bhar el Ghazel region Dinka
whom many have been fooled by interest groups.
Our advise goes to Dinka Malual, Padaang Dinka groups, Dinka Twic (East & West), Dinka
Nyarweng, Dinka Hol, Dinka Aliab, Dinka Agar, Dinka Ciec, these sub-tribes need to wake up
because they are being marginalized by minority sub-tribes like Dinka Bor of Michael Makuei
Lueth and Kuol Manyang Juuk, Dinka Gok of Daniel Awet Akhot, Clan of Telar Ring Deng of
Atuot Dinka, and some part Dinka Rek. The Undercover Group have learned that, the Dinka Bor
people have spread the ideal of promoting wrong grouping of Dinka sub-tribes, in their mind the
Dinka groups should be classified like below in which we believe wouldn’t happen “Dinka Bor
or Greater Bor community should consist of: Twic East, Bor, Nyarweng & Hol instead of Dinka
Twic East or Greater Twi Community, Dinka Nyarweng & Dinka Hol/Greater Duk Community.
Many of them always rejected the incluvsive names like: Greater Upper Nile Dinka, Jonglei
Dinka, Eastern Dinka, etc.” They been trying impose name like “Dinka Ngok” instead of
Padaang Dinka nameOur advise goes to Dinka Malual, Padaang Dinka gro
The Undercover Group have learned that, the two judges (Michael & Telar) and their undisclosed
friends were having a long term agenda to control everything in South Sudan’s government for
many years to come in form of dynasty basis on dictatorial leadership that will continue to benefit
Michael Makuei Lueth people of Bor County/Dinka Bor.
Few examples of their planning dynasty about South Sudan in regards to two judges and their
allies are below:
(1) Number one planning was to divide country into sections of their interests, for example;
Michael Makuei was given Greater Upper Nile Region to control everything there, and then Telar
Ring was given the Greater Bhar el Ghazal Region to control everything there. And their
“Ramciel” been finally the Greater Equatoria Region.

(2) Michael Makuei Lueth and his brothers and sisters from Bor County were responsible to
blocks anybody from Greater Upper Nile Region, particularly started with their first enemies they
think are to be Dinka Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng & Dinka Hol, Dinka Padang in these three
States of (Unity state, Upper Nile & Jonglei state) and then after that, the Nuer of Greater Upper
Nile is next in line of conquers, follow by Murle, and other smaller tribes like Anyuak, Kachipo,
Jie.
(3) Telar Ring Deng was given a responsible to blocks anybody from Greater Bhar el Ghazal
Region Dinka, particularly started with their first enemies they think are to be Dinka Agar, Dinka
Malual, Dinka Twic West, and others sub-tribes and tribes in the region.
(4) To protects their long-term dictatorship power, the Military high positions of South Sudan’s
government have to be filled with Dinka Bor or Bor County men like Kuol Manyang has to be
brought back and installed Bor County’s sons and others they have chosen as being their puppet
that are going to work for their interests in powerful positions to protect dynasty of dictatorial
leadership that will always be in Bor County people hands.
(5) The intelligent sector of South Sudan’s government have to filled with people like Mach Paul
from Bor County where Michael Makuei Lueth hails from, and Marial Chanuoong from Telar
Ring Deng area has to be chosen as such. These two people were intentionally put here purposely
to cold-blooded the enemy of their dynasty planning.
(6) Then the two judges chose themselves these positions of Minister of Justice and Minister of
Information and Media. Telar Ring was put to Minister of Justice even though he was denied
later, the plans was to let him hold that position to wrongly judges any opponent with false terms
like: “Treason” and “wrong code” application when it comes to the Constitutions of South Sudan
plus any wrong Justice terms that will eliminated the opponent as soon as possible. Meanwhile,
Michael Makuei was chosen to be Minister of Information and Media to destroy press or
Journalists, and to install in Bor County interests and its puppets on national TV. SPLA military
base in Juba was assigned to Malak Ayuen from Bor County to do just to opponent, tricky things
like put opponent in hot sit by questioning such a way that will identify them or wrongly accuse
them being against their dominated government.
(7) Ambassadors were chosen strategically as well, people like Dr. Akech from Bor County
where Michael came from as being Ambassador to US.

What happen to our humbly Salva Kiir character whom many people known during the civil war
time?
“Well, Kiir was oriented to different character by his brothers and sisters from his Lineage, Clan,
sub-tribe, friends whom he thinks they were really his friends, whom some of these people are
Bhar el Ghazal Dinka region. Plus other people like Telar Ring, Michael Makuei and their
resembling groups of common interests. Kiir humble character orientation began in 2004 when he
was told that, “now the civil war is come to an end due to peace on process to be signed, and you
actually know that you are not an educated person which is not good for you because there

wouldn’t be a military leadership after that except civilian way of management. Also, Nhial is
now becomes so close to Dr. John Garang de Mabior, that means Nhial Deng Nhial is going to
take your position due to his education achievement plus he is being admired more than you by
Dr. John Garang based on his father history and he always travel a lot with Garang. We believe
this was the turning point of Kiir character, without hesitating from Kiir, he took“Well, Kiir was
oriented to different character by his brothers and sisters from his Lineage, Clan, sub-tribe,
friends whom he thinks they were really his friends, whom some of these people are Bhar el
Ghazal Dinka region. Plus other people like Telar Ring, Michael Makuei and their resembling
groups of common interests. Kiir humble character orientation began in 2004 when he was told
that, “now the civil war is come to an end due to peace on process to be signed,
Immediately, after Dr. John Garang de Mabior death, unfortunately. Kiir took power, and still
carry on with that advice as the main way to protects his weakness side of education. Also it was
the daily and easy way for selfish and opportunist people like Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring
and others to deploys their interests by destroying President Kiir character even more, yet
President Kiir seem like he didn’t aware of it coming.” Said one guy from our Interviewers
What do you think is behind Dinka Bor/Bor County always trying to impose their name of “Bor”
which is not historical for Dinka Twi East Community and Dinka Duk Community people?
“In my view, there are many reasons why Bor County or Dinka Bor people don’t like to hear
Twic East County or Dinka Twi East name, their motivations are being related to few points
below:
(a) “The word “Jealousy” about Dr. John Garang de Mabior history concerning the movement at
the time of civil war period being associated with Twic Dinka and not them the Dinka Bor
people.”
(b) “Oil discover in Dinka Twi East or Greater Twic East Community area, is also one of the
underlined motivations behind their imposing name is future benefit factor from that oil. So by
any means they had been trying to chase away Dinka Twi East people from their ancestor’s land
for that reason as far as we concern. The Undercover Group have learned that Bor County people
need that place to be called “Greater Bor area” so that the future oil benefits will go to them.””
said our Interviewer
(c) “The 1991 Dinka massacre, Greater Upper Nile Dinka massacre, Jonglei Dinka massacre,
Eastern Dinka massacre, Upper Nile Dinka massacre is another reason behind that. They think
that the atrocity should be “Bor massacre” and not Dinka Twi massacre or Dinka massacre, etc.”
(d) “The Dinka Bor, Greater Bor Community of Bor County are bad characters people or other in
words they are the most trouble makers people as intelligent people among them know it. The
truly known their isolation from Dinka Twi East and Dinka Duk will make them harder to find
any friend that will trust them at all. They are known for their tricky lifestyle without transparent
(thievery), initiation of conflict through mouth saying it as always and not true action of fighting
it afterward, they use proxy like what they are now using in their sold out of our new nation to
Uganda and others, one example, Abel Alier did it in first civil war under Addis Abebe accord
and now Michael Makuei Lueth have done it again. Also when it comes to ongoing conflict in
South Sudan, when their town of Bor captured by rebels, they just run away without fighting. For

this, they were not happy because the Dinka Twi and Duk Dinka people who are always paying
the price for their wrong doing and this time are not coming to fight the(d) “The Dinka Bor,
Greater Bor Community of Bor County are bad characters people or other in words they are the
most trouble makers people as intelligent people among them know it. The truly known their
isolation from Dinka Twi East and Dinka Duk will make them harder to find any friend that will
trust them at all. They are known for their tricky lifestyle without transparent (thievery), initiation
of conflict through mouth saying it as always and not true action of fighting it afterward, they use
proxy like what they are now using in their sold out of our new nation to Uganda and others, one
example, Ab
Our Undercover Group have found out that, the people who are not happy about calling of
Uganda troops withdraw from South Sudan and other involve militias in South Sudan’s affairs
are mostly from Dinka Bor or Bor County and their interest groups from certain sub-tribes,
sections or lineages from Greater Bhar el Ghazal region Dinka. Also, the Dinka Bor or Bor
County people were not happy when President Kiir says, “anybody who killings other people in
my name will solely be responsible for his killings.” according to Sudan Tribune web site reports.
Our intelligent Group have analyses that, the main reason why they were not happy about
statement from President Kiir was because Michael Makuei Lueth and their interests groups were
the one responsible in targeting of Dinka Twi or Greater Twic East Community, Duk Dinka
Community, Dinka Padang of Greater Upper Nile, Shilluk and Nuer people in Malakal town and
other areas. Our interpretation of massacre upon these communities were mostly basis on Michael
Makuei sayingOur Undercover Group have found out that, the people who are not happy about
calling of Uganda troops withdraw from South Sudan and other involve militias in South Sudan’s
affairs are mostly from Dinka Bor or Bor County and their interest groups from certain sub-tribes,
sections or lineages from Greater Bhar el Ghazal region Dinka. Also, the Dinka Bor or Bor
County people were not happy when President Kiir says, “anybody who killings other people in
my name will solely be responsible fo
The massacre of Nuer and other Dinka people in Juba was not a direct order from President
himself, it was Michael Lueth, Telar Ring, Marial Chanuoong, Mach Paul, and others to fulfilled
Michael Lueth and Telar Ring “Fake Coup”. The main reason why we say it was not a direct
order from President is because everybody surroundings Kiir do acts like President in his/her own
costs. Saying whatever he wants and do whatever he wants.
When we heard these claims we were totally shocked!!!
Why Dr. Majak Agoot of Dinka Twic East been targeted by people like Michael Makuei Lueth
and some people from his Dinka Bor, and Telar Ring Deng’s associates? The Undercover Group
have learned that from our interviewers, the few reasons are, “Dr. Majak Agoot is an educated
person, hero, he is from Dinka Twi East community whom people like Michael Makuei Lueth
and others don’t want anybody from there to becomes president and/or to be in be any higher
position like president position and others in South Sudan’s government, plus they know he was
brought up during the movement by President Kiir Mayardit. That means to them he is an
absolute threat to Telar Ring Deng ambition that was agreed on by him and Michael Makuei’s
associates to be the next President of South Sudan dictatorial system they want to implemented.
Also, the “Fake Coup” is not something new either to Dr. Majak Agoot, he was one of the first

individuals if not the first person to be smear by Telar Ring, Michael Makuei and their groups
even when SoWhy Dr. Majak Agoot of Dinka Twic East been targeted by people like Michael
Makuei Lueth and some people from his Dinka Bor, and Telar Ring Deng’s associates? The
Undercover Group have learned that from our interviewers, the few reasons are, “Dr. Majak
Agoot is an educated person, hero, he is from Dinka Twi East community whom people like
Michael Makuei Lueth and others don’t want anybody from there to becomes president and/or to
be in be any higher position like president position and others in South Sudan’s government, plus
they know he was brought up during the movement by President Kiir Mayardit. That means to
them he is an absolute threat to Telar Ring Deng ambition that was agreed on by him and Michael
Makuei’s associates to be the next President of South Sudan dictatorial
“President Museveni of Uganda in South Sudan affairs is not a surprise thing at all to intelligent
people except the average people. The speeches the President of Uganda gave during the Second
Anniversary of new nation in which he insulted the widow of Dr. John Garang was a planned
Speech by Michael Lueth, Telar Ring and their groups. Those words were not his (M7) own
words.” Said Lou Nuer
Dr. Riek Machar Vs Dr. Riek Gai, that means Nuer Against Nuer,
Dr. Lem Akol Vs. Pagan Amum and Oyai Deng Ajak
Dinka Twic East people Vs. Dinka Bor people
“Dr. Lem Akol was brought back to South Sudan’s government to be their road-blocks or
obstacles to Pagan Amum and Oyai Deng. In other words, it was brotherhood and sisterhood
matching against one another within Shilluk tribe for time being, and afterward Dr. Lem have
destroyed his brothers, the group will turn back to him as their old enemy of the 1991 Dinka
massacre. He was brought to Administration to encounter Dr. Riek as well.
What do you about the case of Kuol Manayang vs. George Athor in 2010 whereby Michael
Makuei who was back then a Minister Justice taking side of Kuol Manyang?
“For what I know, during the time Michael Makuei was a Minister of Justice in South Sudan
government. He did take side of Kuol Manyang Juuk, in which there would be no surprise that,
the death of our hero George Athor Deng have some dirty hands of Michael Makuei Lueth and
his politicians of Dinka Bor. You have to know that too, the death of Isaiah Abraham from Dinka
Twic East have dirties hands of Telar Ring and Michael Makuei, etc.” Said Mr. Kakwa
The Undercover Group have learned that, Michael Makuei responsible for these:
•
•
•

The targeting of Twic Dinka East, Dinka Duk, Dinka Padaang Groups, Shilluk, Nuer,
Murle in Malakal
The under-house arrest of Widow of Dr. Rebecca Nyandeng has our account have learned
that the president didn’t Nyandeng to be under-house arrest at all
We have learned that reason why Michael Makuei did pre-judge the detainees to be
executed in according military is because nobody in jail from his Bor County or Dinka

•

Bor were he came from. And of course, the bigger threats against their dominance in
government of South Sudan was among the detainees, the Dr. Majak, Pagan Amum and
Oyai Deng who are going to continue and allow Dr. John Garang from Dinka Twic East
vision alive plus these heroes are mostly qualify to even take away their dictatorial
leadership they have planned. Something smell fishy here.
He is also the one responsible in labeling of Greater Upper Nile Region Counties except
his County of Bor is the only one didn’t rebel against is something to reckon with
intelligent community

In your view, do you think there was a coup?
No! It is 100 percentage no! “It was a ‘Fake Coup’” as one put it according to our accounts as
Undercover Group from our source, “there was no “coup” at all as many people had been said, “it
was a make-up from the blue by Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring and their common causes
groups of theirs. The man reason behind make “Fake Coup” was no other persons than Michael
Makuei Lueth. You can see, when he attained the December 6, 2013 Conference by SPLM Party
members, the man was not there to cover the Conference under his duty of being the Minister of
Information of everyone in South Sudan’s government, but he was there to records the names of
people who were the attendees plus whoever names were mentioned by the group. You can his
body language.”
Did you ever hear that, Rebecca Nyandeng was under house arrest particularly by Michael
Makuei Lueth?
“Yes, Rebecca Nyandeng house arrest was done by Michael Makuei Lueth even without
consulted President Salva Kiir Mayardit about it. For instance, they the Bor County people are
the one crying now why Rebecca Nyandeng should be arrest. Whom President himself denies. It
shows that, Michael Makuei Lueth and Telar Ring Deng are also responsible for the arrest of
heroes basis on lying and not facts. They are they ones running the country. Also, the targeting of
Dinka Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol is an evil doing by Michael Makuei, Telar
Ring and their groups.”
“According to somebody who knows more about Dinka people and its sub-tribes’ backgrounds
told the Undercover Group that, “the Bor County people don’t fight, their tongues fight war
seriously and not a really action it sounds. Right now they are using Greater Bhar el Ghazal
Region Dinka for their own interests, Uganda troops and other troops being by them through our
citizens resources to hang to their dictatorial controlled government. Dinka Bor misled them now,
and there will be a time the Dinka majority of Bhar el Ghazal will regret about these people for
their sons dead in vain. Greater Bhar el Ghazal Dinka, the majority without reasoning who do
believe in Dinka Bor thugs what they say against dignifying people of Dinka Twic East, Dinka
Nyarweng and Dinka Hol will be troubling truth come out later on. These people are known for
their selfish, thievery, opportunistic, tricky lifestyle, stingy, greedy, etc. During the old days, they
use to trick Aliab Dinka people through buying their cows using playing car“Ac
“The ‘Jealousy’ of Dinka Bor against Dinka Twic East people
According to our many sources, they Bor County people are the main cause of problem in South

Sudan nation.” Said Mr. Boya tribe
“On December 6, 2013 SPLM members Party Conference, Michael Makuei Lueth and his people
of Dinka Bor or Bor County were so happy to see Rebecca Nyandeng and Dr. Majak Agoot in
group, the only two of the few intellects the last civil war have left from Dinka Twic East. Also,
they were so happy to see heroes like Pagan Amum, Oyai Deng, Deng Alor, Gier Chuang, their
enemy number one, Dr. Riek Machar and others whom they don’t like because they are parts of
Dr. John Garang de Mabior vision from Dinka Twic East people they don’t like to have anything
good favor them at all. Furthermore, they don’t like these people because they will keep Dr, John
Garang de Mabior Vision alive.”
When Dinka Bor people become aware that the Dinka Twi East people don’t like their imposing
name of either Dinka Bor, Greater Bor Community or Bor massacre. They turn to strategy way of
jealousy against Dinka Twic East people like the case of two ladies arguing over a baby in the
Bible, according to the Wisdom of Solomon in old Testament. Their irks been to destroy anything
about SPLM/A vision. Even some people among them now saying that, “the founder or father of
South Sudan nation wouldn’t/shouldn’t be Dr. John Garang de Mabior basis on jealousy against
Dinka Twi East people and not fact base claims,” according to their saying too, “The Founder or
the Father of the nation should be either President Kiir Mayardit or Kerubino Kuanyin Bol.””
Said ones of interviewers
Why Michael Makuei Lueth and people from Bor County always trying to smearing Rebecca
Nyandeng and her Son Mabior Garang as being rebelled against the government of South Sudan?
The reason behind that, Michael Makuei and people from Dinka Bor try to match their bad
records that labeled the majority of Bor County people as they were against the SPLM/SPLA
during the movement that included Michael Makuei himself. For example, now they say,
“Rebecca and her son Mabior Garang have destroyed Dr. John Garang de Mabior Vision and
legacy due to baseless reason that they are rebelled against government. What a dump people are
they, what is the connection here, none other other than jealousy claim” says one of our
interviewed person. Also they say, “from now on there wouldn’t be no what so called Dinka Twic
anymore but Greater Bor community or Dinka Bor. Without shame as well, they say, “the Jonglei
State is going to be divided into many States were one would be Greater Bor State that would
consist of Bor, Twi, Duk, etcW

Part Two
Nhial Deng Nhial and Deng Monydit: These people were brought back to government of South
Sudan not because they were needed there by Telar Ring Deng and Michael Makuei who are
often considers Nhial Deng Nhial being a big threat to their long term planned presidency
position handover to Telar Ring in future by President Kiir. Nhial was brought back though
through condition bases on last year Ministers or Cabinets allocation complains. These two also
know that, Nhial is top the list of people being described as “Garang’s Orphans/Garang’s

Boys/Garang’s heroes of history they are not part of it and it should be destroyed. After Dr. John
Garang de Mabior death, Nhial was told by one of his region person, “back then you have lost
your father (Deng Nhial) and now you have lost another father (Dr. John Garang), what will you
do now, Nhial?” says individual with laughing toward Nhial.
Another uncovered plan by Dinka Bor people by the Undercover Group is that, the Bor County
people are trying anything to make Dinka sub-tribes to be put under irrelevant four groups, for
example:
•

•

•
•

They think, Dinka Bor/Greater Bor Community should comprise of: Dinka Twi East,
Dinka Bor, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol. They don’t want inclusive names like
Greater Upper Nile Dinka, Jonglei Dinka, Eastern Dinka Southeastern Dinka, or Upper
Nile Dinka massacre, Greater Upper Nile Dinka massacre, etc.
Also, they think that the Greater Bhar el Ghazal Dinka, Western Dinka of Rek Dinka,
Malual Dinka, Dinka Twi West, Dinka Ruweng West should be collectively be put under
Rek Dinka.
According to them, the Agar Dinka should comprise of: Aliab Dinka, Atuot Dinka, Ciec
Dinka, Gok Dinka.
Padang Dinka name shouldn’t be allow, it has to be “Ngok Dinka.”

Our Undercover Group have learned that, Dr. Majak agoot Investigation have been put in hand of
Dinka Bor/Bor County man been known for his hatred of Dinka Twic East people.
Kuol Manyang was brought back to be Minister of Defense by Michael Makuei, Telar Ring and
their groups to protect long term planning dynasty of Bor County interests in South Sudan
Military affairs.
What do you think is behind Dinka Bor people are become outrages toward Dinka Twi, Dinka
Nyarweng and Dinka Hol nowadays?
The reason is being caused by few reasons below according to our Undercover Group research:
1.

”Dinka Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol don’t want these war due to this
conflict been caused by Dinka Bor intellects and their group to protect their own interest
in President Kiir. Also these sub-tribes don’t want another war because the last civil war
have devastated their communities the most so they were looking for political solution
rather than the spilled of another human beings lives would be the solution while the main
goal had been achieved through independence of our nation over two years ago. Also
these sub-tribes do consider that, there is no reason kills each other as we are brothers and
sisters to each others, etc. As one of our interviewers said, “you see how stupid these
people are, they chase away Dinka Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol from
South Sudan’s government because it was a good thing back then to gain from, but when
it becomes bad or nothing to gain from but wrongly death, they start crying for Dinka Twi
East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol to fight their dirty tricks. ”Dinka Twic East, Dinka

2.

Nyarweng and Dinka Hol don’t want these war due to this conflict been caused by Dinka
Bor intellects and their group to protect their own interest in President Kiir. Also these
sub-tribes don’t want another war because
“Recently they (Bor County people) are become unhappy with President Kiir statement
saying that, “anybody who killings other people in my name will be responsible for his
actions.” The reason why they are unhappy about that message is because they are the one
targeting Dinka Twi/Twic East County, Dinka Nyarweng & Dinka Hol/Duk County,
chollo/Shilluk, Nuer people in Malakal under the pretext name of President Kiir and
Greater Bhar el Ghazal Dinka Region who are being misled by their tricky way much well
known to Dinka Bor of Michael Makuei and Kuol Manyang.” And quote by one of our
interviewers

Other person put it, “also they are now crying after they have heard some rumors concerning
troops from Dinka Bhar el Ghazal region who are not fighting in Bortown, by claiming that, “why
we come and die in Bor land under false conflict?” And they run away from fighting.” They are
now crying, “why not been Twi, Duk, President Kiir home State of Warrap and Greater Bhar el
Ghazal Dinka region?” Common dump people as one put it, “you the Dinka Bor people are the
one responsible for our new nation destructions. You guys have controlled everything. The
reason why Nuer people wouldn’t conquer the Dinka Twi East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol
land is due to reason that there is nothing in those areas. For instance, in South Sudan’s
government you guys have controlled these few powerful positions and other positions as well.
You the Dinka Bor been misusing the Dinka Massacre of 1991 whom you guy know it very good
it didn’t affect that much like Dinka Twi East, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka Hol and Padaang Dinka
people as yourOther person put it, “also they are now crying after they have heard some rumors
concerning troops from Dinka Bhar el Ghazal region who are not fighting in Bortown, by
claiming that, “w
(a) Kuol Manyang__Minister of Defense from Bor County. Michael Makuei, Telar Ring and
Groups denied any Deputy. So he is Deputy Minister of Defense, Negotiating Team, and other
duties.
(b) Michael Makuei__Minister of Information from Bor County. Where he always acts like the
President of South Sudan than Kiir Mayardit..
(c) A. Deng Nhial__Minister of Environment from Bor County back then.
(d) Makeer Thioong___Vetting committee in South Sudan government to chase way any person
who doesn’t represent their interests for Bor County people in Minister position or Cabinet. Last
year he was caught up saying, “Kiir Mayardit forever” after the Ministers or Cabinets’ positions
were completely approved in favor of Bor County where three Cabinets went to them.
(e) Malaak Ayuen____Heading the SPLA Headquarter base in Juba from Bor County. He is also
part of Investigation Team in South Sudan’s government. He is there to put everybody who is not
under their dominance in hot sit.
(f) A. Agou___President Kiir Secretary from Bor County.
(g) Jok Riak___Regional Commander from Bor County.

(h) Mach Paul___Security leader from Bor County to cold blood murdering of other people
whom they think are enemies to their people of Dinka Bor.
(i) South Sudan Finance Department have their interests people from Bor County as well.
(j) Many others.
The 1991 Dinka Massacre was propagandized by Michael Makuei, Telar Ring and others to scare
off Dr. Riek Machar and other groups. It was a kind of forcing statement to be said by these
people and others. Also it was a well calculated tactic to persuade Dinka tribe people to believe
that it was a revenge war against Nuer people people because of the 1991 Dinka massacre:
(a) President Kiir Mayardit
(b) Vice President Wani Igga
(c) Deputy Speaker, Daniel Awet Akhot
(d) Minister of Health, Dr. Riek Gai
(e) And others.
The case of 4.5 billion loan, some of these money have been used to bribed some intellectuals in
South Sudan basis on different tribes to protect their dirty trick. Other have been use to bribed
some people in Kenya, Justice Equality Movement, Blue Nile Rebel, South Khordufan rebel,
Darfur Rebels, President Museveni and other leaders from Uganda. Plus Uganda Planes were
leased with these money as well, and of course some of these money when to their pockets.
However, according to our Undercover Group inside account, the money are gone. Now it is a
disperse situation, nowhere to loan and no access to oil area.
“Take your enemy one by one and not collectively or blindfold them to fight themselves” is being
used by Michael Makuei, Telar Ring and others. For example:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Lam Akol was brought back to kills Pagan Amum and Oyai Deng Ajak, and to cause
conflict within Shilluk. If Dr. Lam becomes too stupid by killing his two brothers in tricky
way, then the Dr. Lam himself becomes the next.
Nuer outside leadership vs. Nuer inside leadership
Dr. Riek Machar vs. Dr. Riek Gai
Adok Nuer vs. Lou Nuer
Taban Deng vs. New governor of Unity State
And many others.

“Anybody who thinks that they are my supporter, they are supporting me, they should not touch
any person; they should not touch any property of any person. If you just kill people in my name,
then my image will be gone. If you do it also on the side of Riek Machar, then you are burying us
alive”, said Kiir according to Sudan Tribune article titled “S. Sudan’s Kiir announces plans to
reform army, civil service.” January 23, 2014 (RUMBEK).

Bor County interests in South Sudan
Marial Chanuong and Mach Paul were implemented by Dinka Bor by Michael Makuei Lueth to
kills anyone who will threaten dominance of his people.
Michael Makuei and Malaak Ayuen put themselves in Media to puts any their interests words in
anybody they interviews. Also it another way to promote Bor County influence in South Sudan
government.
Kuol Manyang was put Defense Minister position by Michael Makuei and Telar Ring to installs
their people in military range to control their dictatorship.
The death of Dominic Dim Deng, Yac Arop and others was planned by Dinka Bor (Bor County)
politicians to isolate President Kiir Mayardit from his people of Dinka Twi (East & West). The
evidence proves this was what was said by Kuol Manyang, and quote, “we don’t want any Dinka
Twic to be President again because it was Dr. John Garang de Mabior and now President Kiir.”
The intervention of Uganda military in South Sudan was well planned by Bor County politicians.
They know there minority among Dinka sub-tribes, and at the at the same time they don’t fight.
They fight very well in their mouth and other dirty tricks. This idea was their idea to use the fool
majority of Greater Bhar el Ghazal region Dinka to die for their ideal and Uganda military as
well. They have bribed many intellectuals within South Sudan and some of the bordering
countries like Uganda and Kenya using 4.5 billions, and some of these money went to their
pockets as well. Our Interviewers have learned
Both fake coup and letter to 75 heroes were strategically ideal to destroy anybody associated with
Dinka Twic East history under Dr. John Garang de Mabior. Because they have seen that these
people will bring up Dinka Twi (East & West). Also, people need to notice that whatever
President Kiir been saying in his most Speeches are not his own words since 2008 after they have
isolated him by killing his brothers like Dominic Dim Deng, Yac Arop and others.
They want to control Greater Upper Nile Dinka, and even they want to installed Dinka Bor name
to be the general name of Jonglei State Dinka sub-tribes in whatsoever.
What did kill George Athor Deng is very well known to Michael Makuei and other intellectuals
basis on their agenda that, they don’t want anybody from that region to be a threat to their (Bor
County) dominance. Either in Jonglei State or the general Greater Upper Nile Region Dinka.
Michael Makuei Lueth and Telar Ring Deng divisions of South Sudan into their interests.
The Greater Upper Nile Region has to be controlled by Michael Makuei Lueth, meanwhile the
Greater Bhar el Ghazal region is going to be the responsibility of Telar Ring Deng.
The sleeping majority sub-tribes like Dinka Malual, Padang Dinka, Dinka Twic East, Dinka
Nyarweng, Dinka Hol, Dinka Agar (they are known for their contribution in both civil wars),
Dinka Aliab (these people are known for Kon Anok Campaign), etc. These sub-tribes have faced

a lot of lost over the both wars, and yet now they are being overlooked due to this Bor County
colonial style. Word, “Greater” was installed by them.
According to Undercover Group accounts, the release of seven detainees was not actually being
done through Administration way of justice but they were released due to threat message by
Malual Dinka toward Dinka Twi West if Madut Biar is not release from detention they might
attack Dinka Twi West of President Kiir Mayardit, and plus Dr. Francis Mading Deng request of
freeing sons of Padaang Dinka was another reason.
And what behind the remaining four detainees is due to hatred being plaid by Dinka Bor
politicians against Dinka Twic East people or politicians jealously to history of last civil war and
also it was another way they want to press down the Dinka Twi East people as one from Dinka
Bor once said according to our interviewer by the name Madinka ci Bor nyin Borbor ke tieel ku
cuer ku lieep de kang ku dir e piou. He said, “once of prominent politician one time said, we
don’t want any Twi Dinka person again to be President after Kiir Mayardit have gone.”
The Dinka Bor planning through people like Michael Makuei Lueth and others was to isolated
President Salva Kiir Mayardit from his Dinka Twic West sub-tribe of Dinka Twi. Was started by
them in 2008 through starting complaining about Dominic Dim Deng and Yac Arop, not just
because they were really bad but it was another to clear offs Dinka Twic West politicians from
President Kiir Mayardit. That means the death of these two politicians might be well associated
with conspiracy theory of Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring and other alike groups.

What behind President Museveni Speech in second Adversary Independence
Who was behind really Dr. John Garang de Mabior wife, Rebecca Nyandeng under house arrest?
In matter facts, the arrest was not made by President Kiir Mayardit but it was made by Michael
Makuei Lueth and his groups that always act like President.
Undercover Group have learned that, the last year “Fake Coup” was a made up “Coup” by
Michael Makuei Lueth and Telar Ring Deng. According to our source, it was Michael Makuei
made up “Coup” after he has attained the SPLM Members Conference on December 6, 2013. “In
matter fact, the attending of Michael Makuei in regards to December 6, 2013 Conference, he was
there to records the names of the attendees plus whoever they have mentioned their names in
their speeches. Well, some people think Michael Makuei was there to covers the Conference
because he was everybody Minister of Information, not at all.” Said seriously by Dinka Malual
Anyar

Dinka Twi East vs. Dinka Bor
Undercover Group Interviewer: Why Dinka Bor people always don’t like Dinka Twi East people,
Mr. Ci Twi Dinka Ye Til, “first of all, thanks for inviting me Undercover Group and by the way it
is a good question and deep question as well that need more answers concerning the backgrounds
of these two independent sub-tribes of Dinka. My friend you have to know these sub-tribes are
really totally difference when it comes to many things that classify them under Dinka tribe.”

“The Greater Bhar el Ghazal Dinka being misled by Dinka Bor people when it comes to Dinka
Twic East people. “They just hate because they are totally different people who many people who
don’t notice their differences don’t know. Mixings of these sub-tribes is like someone trying to
mixes cooked sorghum with grain of sand.” Said Mr. Gawaar Nuer
According to our sources, we have learned that, the Bor County people are trying now to destroy
History of South Sudan civil war. They claim now, the Widow of Dr. John Garang de Mabior,
Rebecca Nyandeng and her son Mabior have rebelled against the government. So they will be
responsible in destroying Dr. John Garang legacy. Wow! The reason behind this claims is being
basis on jealousy that Michael Makuei Lueth and many other politicians from Dinka Bor did
rebel against SPLM/A in 1980s and 1990s, it is kind like pay back to that allegation and true base
claim as our group have learned. Another reason is because they had been trying to enshrine
either President Kiir Mayardit or Kerubino Kuanyin Bol to be the really top Founder of South
Sudan rather than Dr. John Garang de Mabior from Dinka Twi East they hate.
Also, our Undercover Group have noticed that, “the reason why the Speeches of our President
often been unprofessional for citizens unity had been due to Michael Makuei, Agau Jok
(Secretary of President Kiir from Bor County) and other politicians from Dinka Bor always
rendering Speeches of President Kiir to reflect their interests. One example would be the
damaged Speeches that was given out by Uganda President Museveni in Second Anniversary of
South Sudan Independence (2013) in Juba was Michael Makuei group Speeches oriented to
tarnish the image of his well known enemy thereof.” Said by Kon Anok Campaign of Aliab
Dinka
Another planning the Undercover Group have covered is a well planned to impose these subtribes of Dinka (Dinka Malual, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka Hol, Dinka Twic East, Dinka Aliab,
Dinka Ciec, Dinka Atuot, Dinka Gok, Dinka Padaang groups, Dinka Twic West) to accept
wrongly names of these sub-tribes of Dinka (Dinka Agar, Dinka Rek, Dinka Bor, Dinka Ngok).
Our source have confirmed that, “the former Governor of Jonglei State, Kuol Manyang who is
from Bor County where Michael Makuei Lueth came from as well, was brought in to be Minister
of Defense in South Sudan’s government mainly to protects, and also to puts more Dinka Bor or
Bor County citizens in Military Ranks so that in future they would be able protect Telar Ring
Deng whom they have already anointed as the only one that will take over the anarchy power

after President Kiir becomes too old in dictatorship leadership they have planned. You guys have
noticed that, there is no Deputy Minister of Defense except Kuol who is also a Deputy Minister
of Defense. This ideal was done intentionally.” Said by Ci Baai haac e Bor Dinka ku Monyjangda
ka nin
Nuer de Nuer said, “you the Nuer tribe people should know that, this conflict is not between
Dinka and Nuer, the war is between the Concerning Citizens of South Sudan about their nation
going down the drain, and the Citizens of South Sudan who are supporting the damaging of our
country by this Administration of nepotism, tribalism. Those who use this sort of Languages are
mainly people who don’t want our new nation to prosper, bring harmony among our people and
so forth as being brothers and sisters to each other. For instance, if it is a war between Dinka and
Nuer, remember there would be no Nuer at all due to overwhelming of Dinka majority reason.”
The Undercover Group have obtained a troubling message to President Kiir Mayardit
Administration from military, and we quote, “military is not fighting” they said, “let Uganda
military forces fight because they are the ones being paid in daily basis through money of our
people bloods who have die during the last civil war, the civil war whom some of us have
sacrificed also and gain nothing from it fruits right now. The promises that were given to us at
last civil war have not been fulfilled yet though. Our heroism song like “...Jeny weu acu wic giriic
ka reei baai...” have been violated...” Our heroes have been jailed, people like Oyai Deng Ajak,
Majak Agoot, Madut Biar, Alfred Lado and many others. Our families are suffering while we are
still alive and what would happen to them if we die in wrong war like this later on? We have
already seen the mistreatment of last civil war brothers and sisters’ widows, orphans, families,
and even the Founder Father of our new nation of South Sudan, Dr. John Garang de MaThe
Undercover Group have obtained a troubling message to President Kiir Mayardit Administration
from military, and we quote, “military is not fighting” they said, “let Uganda military forces fight
because they are the ones being paid in daily basis through money of our people bloods who have
die during the last civil war, the civil war whom some of us have sacrificed also and gain nothing
from it fruits right now. The promises that were given to us at last civil war have not been
fulfilled yet though. Our heroism song like “...Jeny weu acu wic giriic ka
Undercover Group Interviewer: Why the Twic Dinka people still complaining that they don’t like
Greater Bor Community, Dinka Bor names whom myself well know that it is a totally
contradicting mist to true Dinka tribe history between these two sub-tribes, yet your Dinka Twi
East people like honor Deng Dau Malek in South Sudan, Abraham Deng Lueth Mayom in US,
and Jima in Juba are know people Dinka Twic East are heading this organization whom you the
Dinka Twi East people don’t like it as being a contempt by your neighbor to erase your Greater
Twic Community or Dinka Twi East?
Dinka Twi East Ace Cuar: “Good question Mr. Undercover Group member, I like your Group for
the well done job, I believe, this your second time to leak outs a helpful message whom many
major Media outlets in South Sudan don’t accept often. Your first leak did come out last year
about Jonglei State affairs, I believe. That was then and now let me get to your question. The
mainly reason for these individuals whom you have mentioned above holding those controversial
positions of organization is not basis on over 90% of Dinka Twic East people, but the main
purpose is relying on those three people plus their few opportunists whom the Dinka Bor people
consider as puppets they always try to use against Dinka Twic East people interests for their gains

to Dinka Twic East good sources of both knowledge, leadership and materialism. So from now
on, you have to know that, these names of Greater Bor Community, Dinka Bor, Baai Bor and
anything that has something to do with Bor is totally Bor County thing only and not Dinka Dinka
Twi East Ace Cuar: “Good question Mr. U
Undercover Group Interview: Why Michael Makuei Lueth have been accusing the Dinka Twic
East people as being a rebelled sub-tribe in Dinka against government of South Sudan?
Piondit ke Koc rai: “The answer to this question is really deep, first of all you have to know that,
Michael Makuei is a hot temper man, he is a true opportunist person whom I don’t blame though
for that character to him alone because many people from Dinka Bor sub-tribe are absolute
opportunists, Michael Makuei is a way beyond nepotism guy, his mission is to destroy Dr. John
Garang de Mabior and the SPLM at large vision because he doesn’t have a good record in it
achievements, also he and other from Dinka Bor are jealous about the history being associated
with Greater Twi Community or Dinka Twic East people name, and not Dinka Bor people as they
have learned that the Dinka Twi East people are not going to accept their imposing name at all, In
addition too, the Dinka Bor people do always consider Dinka Twic East being the first and the
ultimate threat to their dirty tricks, and other sub-tribes of Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol of
Greater Jonglei Dinka area as well. They percept these sub-tribes as being totallPiondit ke Koc
rai: “The answer to this question is really deep, first of all you have to know that, Michael
Makuei is a hot temper man, he is a true opportunist person whom I don’t blame though for that
character to him alone because many people from Dinka Bor sub-tribe are absolute opportunists,
Michael Makuei is a way beyond nepotism guy, his mission is to destroy Dr. John Garang de
Mabior and the SPLM at large vision because he doesn’t have a good record in it achievements,
also he and other from Dinka Bor are jealous about

Part Three
The Undercover Group have learned that, the main reason behind David Yauyau peace signing in
urgency way this year, was a fabrication by Michael Makuei, Telar Ring Deng and their groups to
lure him back to South Sudan’s government so that his uniform men would be use against Dinka
Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol and Nuer in region whom Michael Makuei have
dissected as being a rebelled sub-tribes within Dinka community. The strategy way blindfold or
upon to portrays war as being between Dinka and Nuer intentionally to misled an illiterate
majority of Greater Bhar el Ghazal Dinka region people who don’t know more about Bor County
people tricky lifestyle. Some of these people think they have been told good things concerning
Dinka Twic East people and yet they don’t know that they being misled. Meanwhile in other
hand, there are wise people among them who knows that the Dinka Twic East, the Dinka Duk ku
Duk are innocent people being smear by Michael Lueth and his groups for nothing. I am not
worry about The Undercover Group have learned that, the main reason behind David Yauyau
peace signing in urgency way thi
Strategically, we have learned that, Malaak Ayuen was put in Military Headquarter Media hub to
promote Bor County ideal where he came from as well. As many people can see through many

people have interviewed. Everything is fabrication for Bor County interests.
Also the Undercover Group have learned that, Maker Thiong from Bor County was put in Vetting
Committee of South Sudan by Michael Makuei Lueth intentionally to push away anybody from
Greater Upper Nile Dinka region whom they think is a threat to Dinka Bor dominance
government.
Undercover Group Interviewer: Hello! Mr. Shilluk Kingdom, welcome aboard. My pleasure, said
Mr. Shilluk Kingdom. What do you think was behind Dr. Lam Akol urgent pardoning to come
back to Juba, the capital of South Sudan from Khartoum last year? Is there anything some people
did notice off that and you know? “Well, the reason behind that was to brought him back to be a
puppet that has to be used against his two brothers from Shilluk who are Oyai Deng Ajak and
Pagan Amum. It was a well calculated strategy by Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring Deng and
their groups. That is what I truly believe was behind urgent welcome back of Dr. Lam Akol. The
idea was not basis on pure reason they like him but it was another way to ride offs their eminent
enemies they think, and after they have get rid offs their two enemies through brother against
brother manner first, later on they will be back to Dr. Lam Akol as their old enemy. Also these
two heroes are main part of SPLM vision success, and at the same time they are linksUndercover
Group Interviewer: Hello! Mr. Shilluk Kingdom, welcome aboard. My pleasure, said Mr. Shilluk
Kingdom. What do you think was behind Dr. Lam Akol urgent pardoning to come back to Juba,
the capital of South Sudan from Khartoum last year? Is there anything some people did notice off
that and you know? “Well, the reason behind that was to brought him back to be a puppet that
has to be used against his two brothers f
Undercover Group Interviewer: Let’s go to another question Mr. Shilluk Kingdom. No problem
sir, said Mr. Shilluk Kingdom.
Undercover Group Interviewer: Mr. Shilluk Kingdom, I heard from the news outlets this year
that, when SPLM military forces go back to Malakal Town, the headquarters of Upper Nile State,
saying that there was a targeting of Dinka Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka Hol, Shilluk and
Nuer civilians over there, in your view, was it a fabricated news, or was it a true crime done
intentional by certain people? Good question, said Mr. Shilluk Kingdom with dismay feeling in
his face. “I have to say it was true and it was done intentionally by Michael Makuei, Telar Ring
Deng and other interest groups of theirs. You know what did President Kiir said after that news,
he said, “anybody who killings people under my name will be responsible for their questions...”
Do you know who was not comfortable with statement from President Kiir were citizens from
Dinka Bor or Bor County, that means the killing was order by Michael Makuei Lueth their
politicians ffrom Bor County. It wouldn’t be surprise either that the military power
posUndercover Group Interviewer: Mr. Shilluk Kingdom, I heard from the news outlets this year
that, when SPLM military forces go back to Malakal Town, the headquarters of Upper Nile State,
saying that there was a targeting of Dinka Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka Hol, Shilluk and
Nuer civilians over there, in your view, was it a fabricated news, or was it a true crime done
intentional by certain people? Good question, said Mr. Shilluk Kingdom with d
Undercover Group Interviewer: Mr. Shilluk Kingdom do you believe President Bashir of North
Sudan still have a mutual trust when it comes to his counterpart government of South Sudan
leadership under Salva Kiir Mayardit after the Administration have allied itself deeply with

Uganda leadership under President Museveni whom Bashir does consider as being his number
one enemy in the region? “It is absolutely no, the relation is becomes too sour between the two
countries, as you can see in recently visiting of Telar Ring Deng to Khartoum, there was no good
welcoming at all even when Telar Ring Deng, Michael Makuei and others have put people like
Pagan Amum, Deng Alor, Majak Agoot and others whom the Khartoum considered as
“Hardliners” they don’t like in South Sudan’s government. Due to these heroes don’t give
Khartoum thugs any freedom to exploited South Sudan’s resources and sovereignty as well. Now
Bashir even trying to conquer the contested areas because South Sudanese are busy killing
themselves.” Said Mr. ShilUndercover
Undercover Group Interviewer: This question is for you Mr. Agar Pakam, there had been
circulating news that, the nation has been sold out by Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring Deng
and their close groups of interests to countries like Uganda and others, even there had been
allegation that, these people have bribed some individuals within the country and outside the
country through recently vanishing 4.5 billion dollars, is it true or not in your view? “First, thanks
for having me here today, I am so happy and I am going to give you some accounts about what I
know here. Again, thanks for asking me the transparent question in which we lack in our new
nation of South Sudan.” Said Mr. Agar Pakam, you are welcome, Mr. Agar Pakam. “To start with
your question, this kind of thing is not knew to South Sudanese where our brother can sell our
country out, it did happen in first civil war of our country which was done by Abel Alier who is
from Bor County. Now the history have repeat itself again through the same root at tUndercover
Group Interviewer: This question is for you Mr. Agar Pakam, there had been circulating news
that, the nation has been sold out by Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring Deng and their close
groups of interests to countries like Uganda and others, even there had been allegation that, these
people have bribed some individuals within the country and outside the country through recently
vanishing 4.5 billion dollars, is it true or not in your view? “First, thanks for having me here
today, I am so happy and I am going to give you some accounts about what I know here. Again,
thanks for asking me the transparent question in which we lack in our new nation of South
Sudan.” Said Mr. Agar Pakam, you are welcome, Mr. Agar Pakam. “To start with your question,
this kind of thing is not knew to South Sudanese where our brother can sell our country out, it did
happen in first civil war of our country which was done by Abel Alier who is from Bor County.
Now the history have repeat itself again through the same root at tUndercover Group
Undercover Group Interviewer: Mr. Agar Pakam, do you still believe that the majority of Dinka
people still at this particular time are happy about Uganda troops and other mercenaries
availability in our country, and at the same time they are killing our innocent citizens? You have
to know that the majority of Dinka people in first place don’t want another war because they have
lost many lives since the first civil and second civil war too. Also the “Fake Coup” didn’t make
thing better, the availability of Uganda troops and mercenaries in South Sudan have deepen the
crack under the President Kiir Administration. And it is a worry some to the Administration,
otherwise.” By Mr. Agar Pakam
Undercover Group Interviewer: Mr. Bari tribe, how are you today? “I am fine, thank you and
you?” Said Mr. Bari tribe. I am so wonderful.
Undercover Group Interviewer: Mr. Bari tribe, do you trust our system of Justice in South Sudan?

“It is a no no, there is no trust Justice system in our new nation. I will you few examples why I
say there is no Justice system in our country, and these few things did happen this year and not
long time ago. According to my creditable sources inside South Sudan’s government, the both
charges and the release of some political detainees recently was done outside box of law. I have
been told that, the releasing of Madut Biar did come as a threat of Malual Dinka against Dinka
Twic West of President Kiir Mayardit, the Padaang groups of Deng Alor, Gier Chuang were
released due to requested reason by Francis Mading Deng, and the rest detainees were just let go
because they were from Greater Equatoria Region as a strategy from interests to lower more
enemies Greater Equatoria Region. And the reason behind four detainees been left behind basis
on wrong accusation was because nobody have shown sign of threatening yet toward Michael
Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring Deng and their groups, and I do believe thing might change s“It is a no
no, there is no trust Justice system in our new nation. I will you few examples why I say there is
no Justice system in our country, and these few things did happen this year and not long time ago.
According to my creditable sources inside South Sudan’s government, the both charges and the
release of some political detainees recently was done outside box of law. I have been told that,
the releasing of Madut Biar did come as a threat of Malual Dinka against Dinka Twic West of
President Kiir Mayardit, the Padaang groups of Deng Alor, Gier Chuang were released due to
requested reason by Francis Mading Deng, and the rest detainees were just let go because they
were from Greater Equatoria Region as a strategy from i
Why Dinka Bor people hate Dinka Twic East people, Dinka Nyarweng people and Dinka Hol
people? Great question, I will give you few reasons why that, and here they are:
•

•

•

Dinka Twic East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol people know deeply about Dinka Bor
people character whom many sub-tribes of Greater Bhar el Ghazal region Dinka and
Greater Upper Nile region Dinka of Padaang Dinka don’t know about Dinka Bor except
the Aliab Dinka of Greater Bhar el Ghazal region. So these sub-tribes of Dinka are often
obstacles to any of their wrong plans.
The Dinka Bor people are jealousy about Dinka Twic East people being favored by last
civil war history. They think should be Dinka Bor history, and if they don’t due to Dinka
Twic East wouldn’t allow it, they think they will destroy it because during the second war
they don’t have a consistent records.
The Dinka Bor people think they should be the controller of everything in Greater Upper
Nile Region Dinka, and they truly know that they Dinka Twic East wouldn’t allow them
to so. Also these people of Bor Dinka are naturally lacking these characters of fair
leadership whom Dinka Twi East people have:

(a) Dinka Twic East people are known for their fair leadership within Dinka sub-tribes
(b) They are not violent people, and they use lot diplomatic more than violence
(c) They are unselfish or opportunist people like them
(d) They are naturally good distributors of things which is always needed by good leader
(e) They don’t cause conflict for nonsense reason, they don’t other people for nothing or cause
other human being lives for nothings
(g) Dinka Twic East people have transparence, honesty, accountability, hospitality, etc
(h) Please check more about this wonderful community.

Undercover Group have learned that, the reason why people like Michael Makuei Lueth and
other people from Dinka Bor hate the heroes of the last civil war from other communities of
South Sudan is due to jealousy that, these people are going to keeps the vision and also they will
again let Twic Dinka in both side of River Nile come to power whom they hate the most. They
don’t want any Twic Dinka East to survive as one of Dinka Bor put it this way, “we don’t any
Dinka Twi person again after President Kiir Mayardit.”
Undercover Group have learned that, the complaining that was raised in 2007 against late Dim
Deng, Yac Arop and others as well was a calculated plans by Dinka Bor politicians like Michael
Makuei Lueth and others. The plan was to eliminated the Dinka Twic West people who were
obstacle to them to exploited President Kiir. In this case, we are now questioning their death.
Why Dr. Majak Agoot, Rebecca Nyandeng, Pagan Amum, Oyai Deng, Mabior Garang, Dr. Riek
Machar and others are become they targeted ones among many politicians SPLM Party in South
Sudan?
•

•

•
•

•

Well, our Undercover Group have learned that, these people are threat to Dinka Bor
people ideal of them should be the one controlling everything in Jonglei State, Greater
Upper Nile Dinka region.
Anyone of these politicians is a threat to Dinka Bor politicians already planned secret that
have anointed Telar Ring Deng to be the next dictator of South Sudan presidency for their
interests
Also these politicians have link to their first enemy which is of course they Dinka Twi
(East & West) people whom they want any more to exist.
These politicians too are capable of surviving the SPLM vision whom the Dinka Bor
trying to destroy because the history of the vision doesn’t favor them, it favor Dinka Twic
(East & West) as true history has been shown it. Totally jealousy behind it.
The head of poison snake here to Dinka Bor people about Dr. Majak Agoot is being
tracked back to 2008 & 2010 when the smearing campaign stated that, “Dr. Majak Agoot
is going to be the next person President would appoint to over the country as President,
that allegation did allow Dr. Majak Agoot to be under house arresst.” This allegation was
cooked by Dinka Bor people because of Dr. Majak hails from Dinka Twi people whom
they don’t like.

Undercover Group have learned that the history has repeated itself from Dinka Bor/Bor County.
This community have sold out our loving country of South Sudan again like what Abel Alier did
in first civil war. People like Mciahel Makuei Lueth, and others have sold out our country to
foreigners, yet the Majority of Dinka in both regions of Greater Bhar el Ghazal Dinka and Greater
Upper Nile Dinka are sleeping foolishly. The only seem to be the waking up sub-tribe among
many sub-tribes of Dinka is Dinka Twic East. They have been trying to tell the truth to other
Dinka sub-tribes yet they have been blindfolded by Dinka Bor smearing or deceiving campaign
they have put forth against Dinka Twic East people in such away they have even tricked majority
of Dinka people.
According to our Undercover Group research, we have been told by one of our interviewers that,
“the President Kiir was about to give Presidency position of the republic to somebody else but
Telar Ring Deng, Michael Makuei Lueth and their interests group didn’t like that; because they

suspect that the President might give the position to Dr. Majak who is from Dinka Twic
Community, and also Dr. Majak was brought up in military wing by President Kiir Mayardit
during the movement, and other legitimate heroes. It is the same jealousy of destroying vision of
SPLM/A as well by the group.”
The terms in Dinka Language like “Dot ku Bany/Beny or Koc ke Bany/Beny” were brought forth
by close politicians, started with Michael Makuei, and others to protect their short-term interests
under President Kiir, and well planning long-term dominance under their future anointed dictator,
President Telar Ring Deng.
For them to protect their dictatorship:
1. Kuol Manyang from Bor County has to be brought in to plant interests in Military side. Also
Kuol was brought in to put their sons plus their interests groups sons to control military powerful
positions. But many people are still don’t yet notice that, Kuol Manyang is also the Deputy
Minister of Defense, He is in Negotiating Team member, SPLM Senior member without
opposition in his own idea, and many other essential position in South Sudan’s government.
Some example, many people right now can’t even see that there are more high profile military
leaders from Bor County and many might come soon as Kuol Manyang become Minister of
Defense as well.
2. Justice side was really planned in last Cabinet appointment whereby Telar Ring Deng should
been the Minister of Justice and Legal Advisor to President Kiir also. The main reason here was
to executed the opposition in wrong basis claims, and nobody within the Administration will
question him for wrong charges. Unfortunately, the Justice position was denied to Telar Ring
Deng. But still they have appointed someone whom they will exploited to do their interests
though, like currently Minister of Justice.
3. The other success group planned position was Minister of Information, which is of course the
position Michael Makuei holding right now, was well allocated to destroy opponent in Media
world.
4. To cold-blooded opponents, Marial Chanuong (Note: Many people know that, Marial
Chanuong was the one who killed Majier Gai from Bor County but now he has been oriented to
say that Dr. John Garang was the one who killed Majier Gai) from Telar Ring area, Mach Paul
from Bor County and others were planted to protect their dictatorial leadership from oppositions.
5. Malaak Ayuen from Bor County was put in Military wing as Investigator so that he would be
able to put opponent (Of course, the Dinka Twic East people politicians, one example was
recently interview to MP of Twic East County, Deng Daau to creates division within Dinka Twi
East people) whom they see to be the threat to their interests of Bor County.
6. President Kiir office have Secretary from Bor County of Michael Makuei Lueth to put their
interests in President Kiir speech, and not national inclusive speech.
7. Maker Thiong from Bor County in South Sudan Vetting Committee to chase away any
politicians they don’t like to enter South Sudan government Cabinet.

Who are the most people trashing the Media nowadays with abusive Languages when it comes to
our Hero and Founding Father family members like Rebecca Nyandeng and Mabior Garang. Of
course, there is no other tribes or sub-tribes in South Sudan people been doing that except Dinka
Bor or Bor County people and people they have fooled to believe in their basis hatred and
jealousy against dignifying people of Dinka Twic East within Dinka sub-tribes. They just hate
Nyandeng, Mabior Garang and whole Dinka Twi East people for nothing other than jealousy
against them. Also they don’t like Dinka Twi East people because the Dinka Twic East people
often don’t go along with their bad apple lifestyles.
8. Many Ambassadors were appointed from Bor County, people like Dr. Akech to spread Bor
County or Dinka Bor ideal dominance around the world according to our research.
Our research have concluded that, this time Dr. Riek Machar is not responsible over the on going
conflict in South Sudan that continue to devastated lives and property, it is President Kiir
Mayardit and thugs like Michael Makuei Lueth, Telar Ring Deng and their groups. The Dinka
massacre of the 1991 is Dr. Riek cause.
Undercover Group have learned that, the Bor County people don’t fight though, they fight in their
mouth than their really physical nature. Also they use any proxies way they could to destroy their
opponents. One example would be the last fighting Bortown, they just run away and let their
foolish majority of Greater Bhar el Ghazal Dinka region whom they have fooled to come and die
for their interests and land. When some of the soldiers from Dinka Bhar el Ghazal region started
to says, “why we come and die in Bor land?” They start abusing Dinka Bhar el Ghazal Region
and other Upper Nile Dinka Region for that statement.
Our group have learned that, the Bor County people have been asking these questions concerning
currently situations in our Country, why our town of Bor been the targeted one? Why the rebels
didn’t attack the Dinka Twic East, the Dinka Nyarweng, the Dinka Hol, the Dinka Padaang
groups of Greater Upper Nile Region? Why the rebel didn’t go to Warrap State where the
President hail from? Well, you the fool people have controlled everything in Jonglei States’
government, the Greater Upper Nile Region’s government, South Sudan’s government, and you
still don’t believe it because you people natural don’t certify over anything. You guy have killed
many educated people from Dinka Twic Community, some have vanished during the civil war
time due to their unselfish sacrifice for the land you guy enjoy it today, and still deny it, you have
clear away any Dinka Twic Community (both side of the White Nile) from government and
isolated President Kiir Mayardit from Dinka Twic Community for your selfish interests. Also the
NuerOur group have learned that, the Bor County people have been asking these questions
concerning currently situations in our Country, why our town of Bor been the targeted one? Why
the rebels didn’t attack the Dinka Twic East, the Dinka Nyarweng, the Dinka Hol, the Dinka
Padaang groups of Greater Upper Nile Region? Why the rebel didn’t go to Warrap State where
the President hail from? Well, you the fool people have controlled everything in Jonglei States’
government, the Greater Upper Nile Region’s government, South Sudan’s government, and you
still don’t believe it because you people natural don’t certify over anything. You guy have killed
many educated people from Dinka Twic Community, some have vanished during the civil war
time due to their unselfish sacrifice for the land you guy enjoy it today, and still deny it, you have
clear away any Dinka Twic Community (both side of the White Nile) from government and
isolated President Kiir Mayardit from Dinka Twic Community for your selfish interests. Also the

NuerOur group have learned that, the Bor County people have been asking these questions
concerning currently sit
The Undercover Group have learned that, the Bor County people are on track to damage their
creditable if they don’t change their mind-sets of always trying to own everything, to imposing
their ideals like name “Bor, Greater Bor Community etc. To other communities.” We are sorry to
say this, “other communities are now learning their bad attitude, their isolation from Dinka Twic
East, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol are deserting Dinka Bor people which means the
vulnerability of Dinka Bor who use to cover their bad attitude under dignifying, integrity, good
leadership of Dinka Twic East people. In both Greater Upper Nile Region and Greater Bhar el
Ghazal Region, nobody will accept Dinka Bor people that would be troublesome to them if they
don’t advise their bad apples among them who are always trying to impose anything to others
plus too much greed without control.
In addition too, the Bor County politicians are now busy trying to draft what say would be the
next “Greater Bor State” that will put Twic East County, Duk County and Bor County as one
State. The plan here is to keeps Bortown as headquarter. “What a wasting of ink.” by one of our
Interviewer. We think anybody who will accept that plan from Twic East County and Duk
County might be their usually fooled people within these communities by them.
Undercover Group Interviewer: Hello! Mr. Acholi tribe, I think you will say the truth about this
question because you are from different tribe from Dinka sub-tribes. Do you believe that Michael
Makuei Lueth and it interests did order the executions of Dinka Twic East and Dinka Duk? Of
course, it is true, one example out of this question, do you know that the Widow of our hero Dr.
John Garang de Mabior was under house arrest by Michael Makuei Lueth without any written or
verbal message from President Kiir Mayardit warranty. Also there had been an rumors that,
Michael Makuei Lueth and one of his groups went to detention center where Dr. Majak Agoot
and other Detainees were kept. He and others went there and ask security to allow them to see Dr.
Majak Agoot but security said, “did you guy have permission from the President”, they said “no.”
Than the security guards call the President of the Republic at night. The President said “I didn’t
give anybody permission to see Dr. Majak and other detainees.” So for your Undercover Group
Interviewer: Hello! Mr. Acholi tribe, I think you will say the truth about this question because
you are from different tribe from Dinka sub-tribes. Do you believe that Michael Makuei Lueth
and it interests did order the executions of Dinka Twic East and Dinka Duk? Of course, it is true,
one example out of this question, do you know that the Widow of our hero Dr. John Garang de
Mabior was under house arrest by Michael Makuei Lueth without any written or verbal message
from President Kiir Mayardit warranty. Also there had been an rumors that, Michael Makuei
Lueth and one of his groups went to detention center where Dr. Majak Agoot and other Detainees
were kept. He and others went there and ask security to allow them to see Dr. Majak Agoot but
security said, “did you guy have permission from the President”, they said “no.” Than the security
guards call the President of the Republic at night. The President said “I didn’t give anybody
permission to see Dr. Majak and other detainees.” So for your Undercover Group Interviewer:
Hello! Mr. Acholi tribe, I think you will say the truth about this question because you are from
different tribe from Dinka sub-tribes. Do you believe that Michael Makuei Lueth and it interests
did order the executions of Dinka Twic East and Dinka Duk? Of course, it is true, one example
out of this question, do you know that the Widow of our hero Dr. John Garang de Mabior was
under house arrest by Michael Makuei Lueth without any written or verbal message from

President Kiir Mayardit warranty. Also there had been an rumors that, Michael Makuei Lueth and
one of his groups went to detention center where Dr. Majak Agoot and other Detainees were
kept. He and others went there and ask security to allow them to see Dr. Majak Agoot but
security said, “did you guy have permission from the
We have seen the outrage of this community of Bor, they are out of control. They have even use
South Sudanese money to advertise the Dinka massacre of the 1991 in Kenya national TV. and
Uganda TV as “Bor massacre, Dinka Bor massacre, Dr. John Garang de Mabior is from Dinka
Bor and not Dinka Twic East plus Greater Bor Community where Twi, Bor, Hol & Nyarweng
under.” All these things are true citizens of South Sudan. Except the only thing we have to wait to
prove these claims through either way is what the History Department or Education Department
would do when they are going write our nation History. We hope they will not be bribed by Bor
County politicians as they always do to write history that will cause trouble.
The Undercover Group many sources have started that, “the recently signed peace of David
YauYau with government was not really needed one for long-term but it was brought forth
according to our sources to encounter the Dinka Twi/Twic East County, Dinka Duk/Duk County,
Nuer and rebels as Michael Makuei Lueth been considered them as being the enemies of his
Dinka Bor/Bor County people and the government of South Sudan they have dominated..”
Also the South Sudan citizens have to bear in their minds that, nobody in jail from Bor County or
Dinka Bor. Why is that? Makes some homework please.
When we go back to 2010 governorship post election in Jonglei State that year. We know who
were the candidates, they were two major heroes of George Athor Deng and Kuol Manyang Juuk.
And disputes arrised between these two heroes who was the Minister of Justice in South Sudan
government? Well, there was no other person in that post rather than Michael Makuei Lueth from
Bor County were Kuol Manyang came from. As we still remember disputes very well, Michael
Makuei Lueth pre-judged hero George Athor Deng by taking side with his brother Kuol
Manyang. So to us, the death of George Athor Deng have to Investigated because we suspected
that, these two people and others have dirty hands in our hero death. Also we have to liked the
recently wrong arrests of Dinka Twic East politicians, Dinka Padaang politicians, and heroes like
Pagan Amum, Oyai Deng Ajak, etc. What an evil he is “the death of these heroes would cause
anybody who will decided to kill them in wrong accusation. He (Michael Makuei Lueth) had
already pre-juWhen we go back to 2010 governorship post election in Jonglei State that year. We
know who were the candidates, they were two major heroes of George Athor Deng and Kuol
Manyang Juuk. And disputes arrised between these two heroes who was the Minister of Justice in
South Sudan government? Well, there was no other person in that post rather than Michael
Makuei Lueth from Bor County were Kuol Manyang came from. As we still remember disputes
very well, Michael Makuei Lueth pre-judged hero George Athor Deng by taking side with his
brother Kuol Manyang. So to us, the death of George Athor Deng have to Investigated because
we suspected that, these two people and others have dirty hands in our hero death. Also we have
to liked the recently wrong arrests of Dinka Twic East politicians, Dinka Padaang politicians, and
heroes like Pagan Amum, Oyai Deng Ajak, etc. What an evil he is “the death of t
We have learned the December 15, 2013 “Fake Coup” was planned first bear, Michael Makuei,
Telar Ring and their groups.

“The issue of Nyandeng Chol running for SPLM Party position, the Dinka Bor politicians, Dinka
Twic East politicians, Duk Dinka politicians support her first when she announces her running,
and now the Dinka Bor people are the one trashing her over the Media without respected her and
her son Mabior Garang for even what Dr. John Garang de Mabior has done to them through
anything they (Dinka Bor) are enjoying right now in Jonglei State government and South Sudan’s
government. Also they should have been thankful for that, and leave both history and hero family
to Dinka Twic East people in respect of dignifying people. Again, the jealousy is behind this as
many people had been saying in your Interview.” Said Mr. Murle tribe

PartFour

Undercover Group Interviewer: Hello! Mr. Azande tribe, why many people from Dinka Bor/Bor
County often talk about the Dinka Massacre unless always come from Dinka Twic East, Dinka
Hol, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka Padaang of the Greater Upper Nile region whom I had been heard
that these groups were the most affected groups by the event than Dinka Bor people actually?
Good question Mr. Interviewer, in my view it due to few things below:
•
•
•
•

The Dinka Bor people are vying for history that always favor Dinka Twic East people
upon true reason.
Popularity reason that will allow them to be accepted by public who don’t know nothing
they were not they main core of the disaster impact of the 1991.
They use it to gain from South Sudan’s government.
The last year President Speech in Fake Convention where the 1991 incident becomes the
center point of Convention, it was written by President Secretary from Bor County where
Michael Makuei Lueth came from. That person from Bor County was put their to
orientated the Speeches of President to reflect their interests. Any Speech from President
have pass through Michael Makuei Lueth and Bor County interest groups, then to
President Secretary which is from Bor County, and then after that to the President of the
republic.

In our research, we have learned that, the 1991 Dinka massacre was a mouth feeding word to
these politicians: Vice President Wani Igga, Daniel Awet Akhot, Dr. Riek Gai and others by
Michael Makuei Lueth and Telar Ring Deng plus their Fake Coup to get rid of their opponents.
What people didn’t know about the 1991 Dinka massacre was that, and we the Undercover Group
have learned from the 1991 Dinka massacre, the communities that were affected the most by the
atrocity were the Dinka Twic East people in high-degree outcome, from 1991 to 1997 until
endower of conflict by God Himself when He sending in a big rain with thunder and lighting
toward Nuer people who were planning to attack Dinka Twic East again. After the rain, people go
to the area and found many dead bodies lying over vast area of Nuer people at South-East area of
Panyagoor Town, the modern time headquarter of Twic East County, Jonglei State, South Sudan,
in second place was Hol Dinka and Nyarweng Dinka of Duk County who are sharing uniform
impact from the event, in third place was the Dinka Padaang of the Greater Upper Nile Region,

and then in fourth place is Dinka Bor of Bor County with lower impact because it was only one
day that Nuer tribe run over it area plus the Dinka Bor people of Bor County did run to other
sidWhat people didn’t know about the 1991 Dinka massacre was that, and we the Undercover
Group have learned from the 1991 Dinka massacre, the communities that were affected the most
by the atrocity were the Dinka Twic East people in high-degree outcome, from 1991 to 1997 until
endower of conflict by God Himself when He sending in a big rain with thunder and lighting
toward Nuer people who were planning to attack Dinka Twic
Over our interview period, we have found out that, when you say, “Bor massacre” the Dinka from
the Greater Upper Nile region (Jonglei, Upper Nile & Unity) that consists of “Dinka Twi/Twic
East County, Dinka Hol & Dinka Nyarweng/Duk County, and Padaang Dinka sub-tribes of Pigi
County will consider you as being one the dumbest person they ever came eventhough will not
tell your stupidity. The reason why they consider you being dumb is because you are being
considered by them someone who doesn’t use your professional persona of being educated
person. If you are really an educated you must have to studie people first plus making thoroughly
research before you even open your mouth. They say, “people don’t know that, when you say
“Bor massacre” you are totally talking about one sub-tribe or one County of sub-tribe under the
name “Bor County/Dinka Bor/Greater Bor Community” which is totally exclusive to Dinka
Twi/Twic East County, Dinka Nyarweng and Dinka Hol/Duk County. If you are really an
educated person Over our interview period, we have found out that, when you say, “Bor
massacre” the Dinka from the Greater Upper Nile region (Jonglei, Upper Nile & Unity) that
consists of “Dinka Twi/Twic East County, Dinka Hol & Dinka Nyarweng/Duk County, and
Padaang Dinka sub-tribes of Pigi County will consider you as being one the dumbest person they
ever came eventhough will not tell your stup
The really “Bor massacre is 2013 massacre” and not “1991 Dinka massacre”; the “1991 Dinka
massacre” or “Greater Upper Nile Dinka massacre” did include other sub-tribes of Dinka in
Greater Upper Nile Dinka region, and not one sub-tribe of Bor County. If you happen to say that,
“Bor massacre” when it comes to 1991 atrocity, in your saying or writing you have to coisder
that, you are talking about one County of Bor or Dinka Bor sub-tribe. It would be Dinka
Nyarweng saying, “Dinka Nyarweng massacre of the 1991 or Dinka Twic East saying or write it
“Dinka Twi East massacre of the 1991 or Hol Dinka in that matter, etc.”
Also the Undercover Group have learned that, “most of the Dinka elders and intellectuals have
actually predicted these mess of our country. Their prediction was based on sub-tribes of Dinka
who are in the movement in power, and those sub-tribes of Dinka are not known for their good
governing at all. These sub-tribes of: Dinka Bor or Bor County or Greater Bor Solely known, and
Dinka Rek of Warap State are not know for good governance. These sub-tribes are known for
their lack of management.according to Undercover Group sources.
Undercover Group have learned that, the releasing of people like Madut Biar of Malual Dinka
was due to threaten requests that was received from Dinka Malual Community toward Dinka
Twic West of President Kiir Mayardit, the Padaang Dinka sons were also being released because
of Dr. Francis Mading Deng didn’t want anything to happen again to Padaang Dinka’s sons like
what did happen to George Athor Deng death; also Chol Tong Mayai was released because of
Agar Dinka threatening Administration as well. Meanwhile the remaining detainees are not yet
receiving any threats from their Communities toward Michael Makuei Lueth of Dinka Bor-Clan

of Adol, and Telar Ring Deng from Atuot Dinka-Clan within this sub-tribe. Especially, the Dinka
Twic Community of Salva Kiir Mayardit in both side of the River Nile. Let’s wait and see what
would be next for Dinka Twic Community who have murdered since Comprehensive Peace
Agreement so that they would be able to isolated President Salva Kiir Mayardit from his
community. Their eliminUndercover Group have learned that, the releasing of people like Madut
Biar of Malual Dinka was due to threaten requests that was received from Dinka Malual
Community toward Dinka Twic West of President Kiir Mayardit, the Padaang Dinka sons were
also being released because of Dr. Francis Mading Deng didn’t want anything to happen again to
Padaang Dinka’s sons like what did happen to George Athor Deng death; also Chol Tong Mayai
was released because of Agar Dinka threatening Administration as well. Meanwhile the
remaining detainees are not yet receiving any threats from their Communities toward Michael
Makuei Lueth of Dinka Bor-Clan of Adol, and Telar Ring Deng from Atuot Dinka-Clan within
this sub-tribe. Especially, the Dinka Twic Community of Salva Kiir Mayardit in both side of the
River Nile. Le

Part Five
Also the Undercover Group have learned that, the seems to marginalizes sub-tribes of Dinka by
the smaller size sub-tribes are the most populated and at the same tine they are patriotic in Dinka
sub-tribes when we view back to two civil wars of struggle:
The most patriotic sub-tribes in Dinka are below, started from the most suffering during the
second civil war to the least one::
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dinka Twic (East & West)
Dinka Malual
Dinka Padang Groups
Dinka Nyarweng
Dinka Hol
Dinka Bor
Dinka Ruweng
Dinka Rek
Dinka Agar
Dinka Gok
Dinka Atuot
Dinka Ciec
Dinka Aliab (Dinka Aliab people are known for earlier campaign of Kon Anok )

The Vice President Wani, and Equatoria Region people were blindfolded to believe if Dr. Riek or
somebody else comes to power, you guy would lost Vice President position.
The Undercover Group also have learned that, the Bor County people don’t fight, and that is why
they have been complaining to Twic East Count and Duk County people because they are fighter

than them, to come and protect their land. Of course that didn’t happen, but the Greater Bhar el
Ghazal Dinka region people who are and need to be reduce and come and do their dirty work.
“The 2013 massacre in Bortown was their (Bor massacre) really massacre rather than wrongly
claim of the 1991 Dinka massacre under their curse name Bor. This curse was brought upon you
people of Bor County because you guy always talk reckless about the 1991 in abusive way even
though the bad event didn’t even touch you guy badly like Dinka Twi East, Dinka Nyarweng,
Dinka Hol, and Dinka Padang groups. You people been using it in Bortown as daily abuse to
Nuer people. Your Bor Town was punished by God due to your too much greedy. Many
resources from either Jonglei State, South Sudan’s government that were brought in both Kuol
Manyang Juuk when he governor of State, and Michael Makuei Lueth from South Sudan’s
government and others was the main why your Bor Town, your people were become too much
pride of your Bor Town, abusing of other sub-tribes and tribes in there, selling of land to many
people, destructions of other people properties wrongly, as somebody one time said, “everybody
becomes lawyers in Bor Town.” “The 2013 massacre in Bortown was their (Bor massacre) really
massacre rather than wrongly claim of the 1991 Dinka massacre under their curse name Bor. This
curse was brought upon you people of Bor County because you guy always talk reckless about
the 1991 in abusive way even though the bad event didn’t even touch you guy badly like Dinka
Twi East, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka Hol, and Dinka Padang groups. You people been using it in
Bortown as daily abuse to Nuer people. Your Bor Town was punished by God due to your too
much greedy. Many resources from either Jonglei State, South Sudan’s government that were
brought in both Kuol Manyang Juuk when he governor of State, and Michael Makuei Lueth from
South Sudan’s government and others was the
The Undercover Group have learned that, “both South Sudan’s military and Un Peace Keep
Force were rejected by Michael Makuei Lueth and their interest politicians to be deployed in
Twic East County and Duk County. The reason is to allow these people to go to Bor Town for
their benefits plus it will allow the disappearing of these sub-tribes (Dinka Twi East, Dinka
Nyarweng & Dinka Hol) and then the Dinka Bor name will reign as the area name as they want
it.” Said Mr. Madi tribe
“You Dinka Twic East people have know that, people can be ripped offs their right like what
happen in our Dinka Bor Clan of Khoc dominated other Clans in area.” They were talking about
Dinka Bor name to be the name of Twic Dinka East people as well.
“Dr. Riek Machar is being hated because of the 1991 Dinka massacre, Greater Upper Nile Dinka
massacre, and nothing either before or behind that at all.” Said Mr. Anuaak tribe.
“Where in the world you would be able to fight if you have been stripped offs power, you are
being denied to promote reconciliation to people whom you have done something wrong to them
in 1991, especially to communities like Dinka Twic East, Dinka Hol, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka
Padaang groups, and Dinka Bor, plus you are being fired from nation high position without any
good abided by your Part Rules and Regulations and/or the Constitution of the nation except that
the mainly reason was just to complicate everything because of your past Dinka massacre
incident, the Party Structures are being destroyed without any good reason either, the Convention
of the Party you are in is being denied to carried mandated components according to your Party
Constitutions, no communication within the same Party members, the Constitutions of the Party

are not allow to be corrected in such away that will suite everybody interest within the SPLM
Party chairmanship election, the Dinka massacre or the split of the 1991 is being say ove“Where
in the world you would be able to fight if you have been stripped offs power, you are being
denied to promote reconciliation to people whom you have done something wrong to them in
1991, especially to communities like Dinka Twic East, Dinka Hol, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka
Padaang groups, and Dinka Bor, plus you are being fired from nati
“You Dinka Twi East people people don’t have any Minster in South Sudan’s government, and
we the Dinka Bor have Minister of Justice, Michael Makuei Lueth.” Said Bor County citizen at
the time Michael Makuei Lueth still in that Ministry position.
“SPLM/A vision have die with Dr. John Garang de Mabior. Also the idea like Gadiang should be
the Headquarter of Jnoglei State have die too with Dr. John Garang de Mabior of Dinka Twic
East people.” Said individual from Bor County
The Dinka Bor people are now crying everyday toward Nyandeng, her son Mabior and whole
“Dinka Twic East community people as they are the main problem but their intentions is to
blindfolded public for their own wrong doing.” What a dumb people are they, was Nyandeng
responsible when bodyguards of President start fighting among themselves? Nyandeng was
saying the truth in which many South Sudanese have approved right now stupid people. Recently,
they have asked government of South Sudan to gives money to their corruption of Dr. John
Garang University and at the same time abuse the family of man whom they enjoy the freedom
fruits. Are you kidding me!”
“The word “Treason” was just put in mouth of South Sudan Minister of Justice like what they did
to Vice President Wani, Dr. Riek Gai, and others concerning the “1991”. It is another way to
proves that there was a coup.”
The Undercover Group have learned that, the Dinka people are not fighting this because they do
consider it as being propaganda conflict. According to our inside account, “many of Dinka
soldiers don’t even bother themselves to fire their bullets against their cousin brothers from
Nuer.” They just go, and says, “let those foreigners doing the fight because they are one being
paid with our money and we are not being paid since last year either.”
“When things are become too bad people start accusing each others, suspect one another and/or
even they don’t trust one another, either within the same community, tribe, sub-tribe, clan, that is
what happening now in South Sudan nation.” Said Mr. Mareng Ngok Dinka of Abyei
Our Interviewers have told us that, “the few people of Dinka tribe and Nuer tribe who have been
trying to isolate this conflict as between Dinka and Nuer and not politicians. They need to be
careful because this conflict is not between Dinka and Nuer. If it is between Dinka and Nuer as
people been trying to put it. The Nuer tribe will be overwhelming by Dinka majority no matter
what some people from both Dinka and Nuer been trying to pain the conflict. It is true, the Nuer
tribe will not win anything at all, it will loss many people on spot. Let us all put this conflict as
being within the SPLM Party. We know that, some politicians are trying to make this conflict to
be between Dinka and Nuer as their tactical way they would be able to get support from die-heart
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Nuer tribe will be overwhelming by Dinka majority no matter what some people from both Dinka
and Nuer been trying to pain the conflict. It is true, the Nuer tribe will not win anything at all, it
will loss many people on spot. Let us all put this conflict as being within the SPLM Party. We
know that, some politicians are trying to make this conflict to be between Dinka and Nuer as their
tactical way they would be able to get support from die-heart people who are often living for their
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The Undercover Group have found out that actually, “some Intellectuals, Spiritual leaders, and
Elders from Dinka tribe did advise our President not to take this road of conflict but he didn’t
listen at all.” Said Mr. Lotuha/Lotuka
The currently mess in our new nation was actually predicted by some elders and intellectuals
from Dinka community. Their prediction was based on sub-tribes of Dinka who are in power
today apart from their well known sub-tribes within Dinka community who are truly known for
their fair leadership. Few example are: Dinka Bor, Dinka Rek, Dinka Gok are not known for their
good and fair leadership except these sub-tribes of Dinka are known for their fair leadership:
Dinka Twic East, Dinka Padang groups, Ruweng Dinka, Dinka Malual, Dinka Nyarweng, etc
who are not now government.
Let’s break these sub-tribes a little bit:
•

•

•

•

•

The Dinka Bor people of Bor County are known for their disaster-some when its to comes
to fair leadership. They don’t have transparency, accountability, nepotism and selfish do
always run within this community.
The Dinka Rek people too are like Dinka Bor people except that they are more warriorsome people than Dinka Bor people who are not a true fighters except thing like mouth
fighting. The Rek Dinka people in third place after Gok Dinka and Agar Dinka in
whatsoever.
The Dinka Agar people are the really warrior, and their warriorsim is well known because
they don’t hesitate to fight any conflict, either it is basis on true or false reason; Agar
people have to fight it without exception. They are like Nuer people who just fight any
conflict that comes their way without hesitation of being true war or not.
The Dinka Padang groups are known for their good and fair leadership plus their good
fight when good reason is behind what they are intended to fight for. That’s why always
being second behind Dinka Twi East of Dr. John Garang de Mabior.
The Dinka Twic East people are known for their fair leadership, they are known for their
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good distribution of things, transparency,good fighters when fighting is bearing truth in
it, etc.
The Hol Dinka people are the second warrior to Dinka Agar among Dinka sub-tribes.
The Dinka Malual people are like the big brother who always doesn’t want anything but
fairness among his brothers and sisters. They are moderate people through either fair
leadership, and their fighting when true is there upon what they fighting for. These subtribe of Dinka Malual have sacrificed lots during the second civil war behind Dinka Twic
East people of Dr. John Garang de Mabior.
The Dinka Twic West people are mostly the same with Dinka Twic East people.
However, the Dinka Twic West people are not longer in their traits because they have
intermarriage more with outsiders than Dinka Twic East brotherly people. So for that
reason, they have adopt violent behavior unlike Dinka Twi East people who are still
maintaining their original traits of humbleness and fair leadership. Also they have
observed in some characters from small tribes they have integrated into their Dinka Twic
West sub-tribes. But they are still sharing much of their close links in Dialects, etc.
The Dinka Aliab people are known for their good fighting and their good fighting is
always basis truth like Dinka Twi East, Dinka Nyarweng, Dinka Padang groups, Dinka
Malual Giernyang. However, they lack good leadership because they always have a
humble traits that doesn’t allow them to be public spot-light very much.
The Dinka Nyarweng people are known for their fair fight. They are always and almost
like Dinka Aliab, Dinka Twic (East & West) and Dinka Padang groups, Dinka Malual.
Their leadership is kind of in middle after Dinka Twi East, Dinka Padang groups, Dinka
Ruweng, Dinka Malual, etc.
The Dinka Kiec and Dinka Atuot people are known for their being good fighters but
limited in fair leadership.
And many others.

According to our intelligent source told us that, “over ninety percentage of Dinka people are not
fighting except few people who are in power. They do considers this conflict as being motivated
by few interests personnel. To even more troublesome to president Kiir, many people now from
Dinka are totally unhappy for Uganda and other foreigners involvement in South Sudan nation
affairs. But they have no where to turns because Dr. Riek is in opposition side with bad records
of the 1991 splits that did create both Dinka massacre or Upper Nile Dinka massacre and Nuer
massacre plus there is no a legitimate person who have come up to be follow outside President
Kiir and his yes men and women in Juba. Even Dr. Riek is the obstacles why many Nuer people
don’t join the SPLM opposition freedom fighters. The Dinka people too are being restrained by
some divisive tones that do come out from some Nuer who says, “we can defeat Dinka
government, Dinka Kingdom and etc” these few words don’t go along with Dinka loyalists
eitheAccording to our intelligent sou
The 1991 Upper Nilke Dinka massacre and Nuer massacre: As old says, “if somebody always
talking about the past event in daily basis like he/she was affected the most, please always watch
for that person claims. He/she might have not faced the event badly.” What we have learned from
this disaster is that, “both the Dinka and Nuer in the region did loss many lives for the massacre.
We often this note from people who were truly the survival of the conflict. Mr. Dinka Twi East
says, “it was God who stop that war between Dinka and Nuer in 1997 through big rain that God
sends with lightning and thunder toward Nuer people when they were trying to attacks Panyagor

Town, the currently Headquarter of Twic East County, Jonglei State, South Sudan. That day
many dead bodies of Nuer people were found lying down everywhere. Since then there have ever
been a major attack to Dinka Twi East people from Nuer.”
“The “Third-Block” was formed because the group was a little different with Dr. Riek, Taban
Deng and Alfred Lado due to that, “Dr. Riek, Taban Deng and Alfred” are for conflict as their
solution in most case, yet the “Third Block” in SPLM opposition are for diplomatic or dialogue
solution to the conflict. Other than that, they have no other differences.” Said Mr. Ciec tribe
The majority of Jonglei State citizens don’t want their state to be divided into many states. Except
they want proposal that will remove the Headquarter of State from Bor Town to either Gadiang
and/or to be relocated to any suitable location in middle of State to advantages every citizens of
the State.
Certain allegation has been saying that, “there should be Bor State or Greater Bor State” what do
you think about Mr. Duk Dinka tribe. “Let them try, and blood would be the solution to it.” Said
Mr. Duk Dinka with dismay face
The Undercover Group have learned that, “the majority of South Sudan’s citizens don’t trust
either President Kiir or Dr. Riek Machar. They have lost trust in these two people leadership to
bring people together.” Said Mr. Fetit tribe
“President Kiir Mayardit forever” By Maker Thiong from Bor County after last Cabinets or
Ministers been approved to their people of Bor County
The Undercover Group have learned that, “many people are learning now that the conflict was
caused through wrong reason. That means, anybody who have lost relatives in this baseless
conflict might bear to revenge. And/or any death to detained heroes might even cause more
troubles than people think through many sections like tribe, sub-tribes, lineages, etc. Just a
concern warning.”
“We don’t want anybody from Dinka Twic Community to be the President of South Sudan again
after President Kiir Mayardit from Twi Dinka Community. It was Dr. John Garang de Mabior
back then, and now should end with President Kiir.” Said unidentified High Profile Intellectual
from Dinka Bor or Bor County.
We will close our message with Dr. John Garang, “anybody who going to hands in my death will
not success.”
Thank,
Leaked message by Undercover Group of South Sudan who are living everywhere around the
globe.

